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Tonal Function andMetrical Accent Revisited
In his article »Tonal Function and Metrical Accent«1, published in 1983, William Caplin
carried out a historical survey of opinions concerning the connection between the har-
monic function represented by a given sonority and its position within a measure. As he
found out, some authors denied the existence of any such connection. Others posited it to
a different degree and in different contexts, preeminently in the correlation between the
tonic and the downbeat. In conclusion to his article, Caplin bemoaned the lack of consen-
sus which »continues to haunt present-day inquires as well«2 and advocated further inves-
tigation into this controversial issue.
What makes the problem of tonal function and metrical accent worth revisiting,
twenty years after the publication of Caplin’s article, are the new insights that have been
gained into the mechanism of metric perception in the field of cognitive psychology of
music as well as psychologically informed music theory. Experimental research on metrical
induction suggests that the perception of meter in opening sections of musical compo-
sitions is sensitive to harmony. It is thus plausible to hypothesize that, when metrical
structure has not yet been established, tonic harmony fosters the perception of a given
attack as a metrical downbeat. Theoretical explanation of this phenomenon is possible
in the framework of the metrical and tonal theories elaborated by Fred Lerdahl and Ray
Jackendoff in their Generative Theory of Tonal Music and by Fred Lerdahl alone in his recent
book, Tonal Pitch Space.3 Both meter and key are represented there as hierarchies of more
or less stable elements – beats on the one hand; tones, chords and regions on the other.
Given a cognitive tendency to correlate elements which are stable in terms of these two
hierarchies, perception of the tonic in the phase of metrical induction will tend to be co-
ordinated with the perception of the metrical accent.
Clues pointing in this direction can be found in harmony handbooks and treatises
since the very beginnings of tonal harmony. One such clue occurs in Johann Philipp Kirn-
berger’s Die Kunst des reinen Satzes in der Musik,4 which for whatever reason however seems
to have gone unnoticed by Caplin. As many other authors before and after, Kirnberger
prohibits prolongation of a harmony over the bar line. According to his explicit instruc-
tion, »one must never use the same chord on an accented beat that was just used on the
1 William Caplin, »Tonal Function and Metrical Accent: A Historical Perspective«, in: Music Theory
Spectrum 5 (1983), p. 1–14.
2 Ibid., p. 14.
3 Fred Lerdahl and Ray Jackendoff, A Generative Theory of Tonal Music, Cambridge, MA and London
1983; Fred Lerdahl, Tonal Pitch Space, New York 2001.
4 Johann Philipp Kirnberger, Die Kunst des reinen Satzes in der Musik, 2 vols., Berlin 1771. In English:
The Art of Strict Musical Composition, transl. and ed. by David Beach and Jurgen Thym, New Haven and
London 1982.
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preceding unaccented beat«5. At the same time, however, he allows for an exception from
this rule at the beginning of a piece. This exception makes sense in connection with his
other rule, namely, that the first chord of a piece must be its tonic. In a piece starting with
a metrical upbeat, the tonic harmony introduced on this upbeat may – in fact, should –
be repeated on the following downbeat. The idea behind Kirnberger’s rules fits nicely
with the hypothesis of cognitive correlation between the tonic and the downbeat. If a less
stable chord than the tonic occurred on the first downbeat of a piece, the metric stability
of the downbeat would be contradicted and metric perception obliterated. This can be an-
alytically verified at the beginning of Joseph Haydn’s String Quartet in E major op. 54 /3
(Example 1), in which Kirnberger’s instruction is not observed. The tonic harmony from
the upbeat is not repeated on the following downbeat. Instead, it returns again on the
weak second and fourth quarter-notes in m. 1, in this way suggesting a metric perception
switched by one quarter-note backwards in comparison with the notated bar lines, and
thus conflicting with the location of the slur, which supports the notated meter. That the
resulting equivocation was actually intended by Haydn can be ascertained from the dyna-
mic accents fz, added by him to the upbeats in the repetition of this phrase, which further
strengthen the slightly misleading effect aroused by the distribution of the tonics.
Haydn’s intuitions about the role of the tonic in establishing metrical structure at the
beginning of a piece go, however, considerably further than the scarce remarks in the trea-
tises of the time. Two examples from his other string quartets should elucidate this point.
The first of them comes from the slow second movement entitled The Dream, to which the
String Quartet op. 50 /5 owes its nickname (Example 2). At the beginning of this move-
ment, however, tonal function is the only factor exerting influence on metric perception.
The sustained notes in the first violin and cello parts, as well as the complete uniformity
of dynamics, rhythm and articulation in the second violin and viola parts, stifle any pos-
sible influences stemming from other musical parameters. Yet, tonal function as an indi-
cator of metrical accent is used here in a misleading way. This instance does not concern
the location of the downbeat, but rather the internal structure of the measure indicated by
subsequent beats. The return of the tonic in the middle of the first measure (fourth qua-
ver) speaks for the perception of 6/8 meter, whereas the time signature indicates 3/4. It will
be noted that the perception of 3/4 is here particularly unlikely because it would render the
tones e flat-c on the third quaver as ›irregular‹ or ›accented passing notes‹, that is, as pass-
ing notes located on a beat or division of the beat that is stronger than the following har-
monic tones. This phenomenon was quite rare at the time and was used quite sparingly at
the openings of pieces. The false metric perception was, again, intentionally produced by
Haydn, since it is further maintained in mm. 2–3. In m. 2, the 6/8 meter is projected by the
rhythm of the violoncello. Also the second violin – the most prominent melodic voice un-
der the sustained high f of the first violin – contributes to this perception, due to its large
melodic skip between the third and fourth quavers. In the third measure, the first violin
and viola move for the first time only at the fourth quaver, and at the same moment the
first harmonic change in this measure takes place, whereas no harmonic change occurred
5 Kirnberger, The Art, p. 307.
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on the third quaver, as might be expected in a 3/4 measure. Not until the arrival of the half-
cadence is the alleged 6/8 swept away, and the proper 3/4 meter clarified: the precadential
six-chord, the cadential 6-4 chord and the dominant follow in equal quarter-note motion.
Even so, the equivocation between 3/4 and 6/8 is not completely settled. Indeed, it perme-
ates this entire quartet movement, adding much to its ›dream-like‹ character.
The role of the tonic as an indicator of metrical accent may be significant not only at
the beginning of a piece. It may occasionally reestablish a previous metric accent after the
latter has been weakened or obliterated by a general pause, a fermata, a rubato or ad libitum
section. Such a case appears in the third example from the opening Allegro of Haydn’s
Quartet in B-flat major op. 50 /1 (Example 3a). As famously demonstrated by Janet Levy,6
this movement starts with a closing gesture which at the end returns as the coda. The met-
ric manipulation arranged by the composer is related to this formal trick. It takes place
after the long rest in m. 6, which, in fact, constitutes the indispensable element of the for-
mal maneuver in question. Because of the rest, the metric position of the following attack
becomes uncertain for the listener. How the following music will be metrically heard de-
pends thus on its own characteristics rather than on the preceding metrical context. Yet
this characteristic promotes a misunderstanding which arises, once again, due to the ›im-
proper‹ distribution of the tonic harmonies. Accordingly, the passage after the rest will be
heard with bar lines shifted by one quarter-note backwards. To be sure, the listener will
notice that the first event happens too soon, sooner than the expected downbeat, yet the
flexibility of metric perception helps to accommodate this imprecision to the earlier estab-
lished metrical structure. For this last observation recent findings in the experimental
psychology of music are relevant, which show that listeners have a tendency to over-anti-
cipate events, that is to say, to expect them too early.7 Christopher Hasty8 estimates that
the flexibility of metric perception allows one to accept a duration which is at least three-
quarters the length of the expected duration as its imprecise realization. This is exactly
the duration in Haydn’s example. Once again, the composer seems to be well-aware of a
psychological tendency which only quite recently has became a subject of experimental in-
quiry. A further cue that he exercised the metrical manipulation with a full awareness of
its consequences for the listener can be found later on in the movement, where a passage
of figurations based on the triplet figure derived from mm. 7–8 is actually notated the way
it was at first ›erroneously‹ perceived by the listener (Example 3b). The error into which
Haydn induces his listener in mm. 7–8 is corrected only by the powerful tutti chord in
m. 9, which crashes in on the notated downbeat, thus throwing the listener back onto the
proper metrical track. Because, however, this happens one quarter-note too early in com-
parison with the false metric perception of the preceding measures, the effect is one of a
startling surprise. To cause it was obviously the purpose of this entire, carefully planned
manipulation.
6 Janet M. Levy, »Gesture, Form, and Syntax in Haydn’s Music«, in: Haydn Studies, ed. by Jens Peter
Larsen, Howard Serwer and James Webster, New York 1981, p. 355–362.
7 Paul Fraisse, Psychologie du temps, Paris 1957. In English: The Psychology of Time, transl. by Jennifer
Leith and ed. by Gardner Murphy, New York 1963.
8 Christopher F. Hasty, Meter as Rhythm, New York 1997, p. 86.
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The few examples from Haydn’s string quartets seem clearly to confirm the hypothesis
posed at the beginning of this paper: that, other things being equal, perception of the tonic
fosters perception of the metrical downbeat. Although this hypothesis draws upon the theo-
ries of Lerdahl and Jackendoff, curiously enough these authors themselves do not con-
sider harmonic function as a factor in metric perception. Their well-known list of Metrical
Preference Rules (MPRs), presented in the Generative Theory of Tonal Music, includes only
harmonic rhythm marked by changes of chords, yet without specification of their harmonic
function.9 I postulate herewith to supplement the list of the ten MPRs with MPR 11. In
the language used by Lerdahl and Jackendoff for other Metrical Preference Rules, this rule
may be formulated as follows: »Prefer metrical structure in which the perceived tonic falls
on strong beats.« As easy as it sounds, the practical application of this rule in music analy-
sis may be quite difficult. The first difficulty lies in the fact that it concerns not the actual
t o n i c of the piece but the p e r c e p t i o n o f t h e t on i c , the latter not always being iden-
tical with the former. Sometimes a chord may be tentatively perceived as a tonic, even if
this interpretation is subsequently changed. In evaluating the perception of tonic function,
it is thus not enough to follow the score. Instead, one has to reconstruct the process of key
induction carried out by the listener.10
The second difficulty has to do with the feedback between key induction and metric
induction. The existence of this feedback, due to which perception of tonal function influ-
ences metrical accent but at the same time perception of metrical accent influences tonal
function, regularly impedes computational models of metric and tonal induction elaborated
in the field of cognitive research.11 For a human analyst this need not end in a vicious circle,
however, if he or she succeeds in determining the actual direction of influence between
meter and key at every given moment of these interrelated induction processes.
Finally, one more difficulty in applying the tonal function in metric analysis lies in
that it is a relatively weak MPR. It is not by chance that Examples 2 and 3 demonstrated its
influence in the absence of other factors or in congruence with them. If an incongruity be-
tween tonal function and otherMPRs, having to do with stress, duration, register and other
factors takes place, as shown in Example 1, then the influence of the tonic is overshadowed
by them. In fact, the tonic as a metrical factor seems to be even weaker than the subjective
accentuation supplied by the listener on the basis of an earlier metrical structure, if this
structure has already been established. Undoubtably, this is the basis for the opinion of
those few authors mentioned by Caplin: those who explicitly reject the connection between
the tonic and the downbeat, as well as the many others who do the same implicitly, by ignor-
9 Harmonic stability is accounted for as a factor of metric perception in MPR 9. Yet the remarks and
examples offered by Lerdahl and Jackendoff indicate that the authors refer here only to the internal stabil-
ity of chords in different inversions rather than to their external stability as represented by tonal function.
10 This may be best done along the lines sketched by Lerdahl in Tonal Pitch Space, in the chapter devoted
to finding the tonic (p. 193–213).
11 See, for example, David Temperley, »What’s Key for Key? The Krumhansl-Schmuckler Key-Finding
Algorithm Reconsidered«, in: Music Perception 17/1 (1999), p. 65–100. The problem of mutual influence
between meter and key in interpretation of experimental results is discussed in Piet G. Vos, »Tonality
Induction: Theoretical Problems and Dilemmas«, in: Music Perception 17/4 (2000), p. 403– 416.
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ing the subject. As soon as the meter is established, the tonic can occur anywhere in the mea-
sure without disturbing it. As it turns out, the disparity of opinions concerning the connec-
tion between tonal function and metrical accent, observed by Caplin, has its origins in the
disparity of musical situations discussed by individual authors. If approached from the per-
spective offered by the cognitive study of music, these disparate opinions do not, in the end,
lead to contradiction, but instead disentangle themselves into a neat logical pattern.
Example 1: Joseph Haydn, String Quartet in E major op. 54 /3, 1st movement, mm. 1–6
Example 2: Joseph Haydn, String Quartet in F major The Dream op. 50 /3, 2nd movement, mm. 1–5
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a)
b)
Example 3: Joseph Haydn, String Quartet in B-flat major op. 50 /1, 1st movement, mm. 1–11 (a)
and 33–37 (b).
